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I had the privilege to participate in the Distinguished
Visiting Scholar Program (DVSP) at Landstuhl Regional
Army Medical Center (LRAMC) in Germany for two
weeks in May, 2013. The DVSP, funded as a joint effort by
The Department of Defense, US Army, the OTA, the Red
Cross and the Wounded Warrior Project, was developed in
2005 as a way for faculty from US civilian trauma centers to
share their trauma treatment experience with the military
faced with large numbers of severe trauma from the wars in
the Middle East. Prior to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
(Operation Enduring Freedom - OEF) there had been a
very long period of time where the military treated very
few war casualties and the experience of military surgeons
was very limited. The military developed a triage system for
treatment of OEF casualties which included utilization of
the LRAMC as an intermediary location in the treatment
of the injured between the Middle East and the US. This
intermediary site (LRAMC) was determined to be the
safest position for visiting scholars to interface in this triage
system.
After a rigorous and lengthy application and credentialing
process I was approved to participate. My 25 years at
UNMH Level 1 Trauma Center provided the experience
and perspective to be of assistance to the military surgeons
treating wounded warriors at LRAMC. With my emeritus
status I had the time available to donate to the effort.
During this time I wrote daily reports of my activities and
observations that I have now assimilated into this report so
as to provide the reader with a glimpse of this experience
including observations on the treatment of war injuries, the
military system of medical treatment, the German culture
and my observation of changes compared to other visits
to Germany in prior decades. In addition, I happened to
be reading a fascinating book on military survival at the
time of my visit, and have sprinkled in a recounting of the
travails of a US bombardier in the Pacific in World War II.
The most fundamental observation of this entire
experience is that each soldier recognizes the risk of injury
but has complete confidence in the military medical system.
That the best system in the world exists to help them if
and when they are hurt and that everything possible will
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be done to extricate them, treat them to fullest possible
recovery, and return them to active duty status.

Day 1 Saturday May 11
Depart Albuquerque 10 AM
Arrive Dulles 2 PM
I had 5 hours of layover at Dulles Airport in Washington
DC so I took the opportunity to visit the Udvar Hazy Air
and Space museum located on the airport grounds and only
five minutes from the terminal. It was fantastic. All sorts
of planes and space craft including Concorde, Blackbird,
U2, Space Shuttle, many German, Japanese and American
fighters and bombers from World War II, British, German
and American planes from World War I. A perfect way to
spend a couple of hours!
Depart Dulles 7 PM on Lufthansa to Frankfurt
I started reading my book “Unbroken” by Laura Schlesinger
who also recently wrote “Seabiscuit”. Denver Rawlings, a
golfing friend and former Viet Nam War fighter pilot, had
recommended it to me. It is about a WWII bombadier who
survived a crash in the Pacific and floated on a raft for 3
months before washing up on a Japanese controlled island
to be interred as a POW. His name is Louie Zamperini. He’s
a track star at University of Southern California and makes
the US Olympic team in 1940. He is young and inexperienced
and ends up in an event at the Berlin Olympics in 1940 that
is much longer than any he has run previously. He is afraid
he will run too fast at the first part of the race so goes out
very slowly. Too slowly, it turns out. But he speeds up at the
end and passes more than half the field to finish 8th place.
That makes him one of the favorites for a shorter distance
at the next Olympics in 1944. But, of course, World War II
breaks out. Louie enlists in the Air Force and becomes a
bombardier in the Pacific. That’s as far as I’ve gotten. It’s a
great prelude to working at Landstuhl as it highlights the
sacrifices and perspective of soldiers yanked from normal
civilian life to fight in seemingly the worst circumstances
imaginable.

No one checking at customs. Sunday morning now.
Pleasantly surprised that there was 100 times more English
on the signage than my last trip to Germany 20 years ago.
Found Concourse C and the USO office and someone
from Alex’s Vans was there to pick me up. We boarded
the shuttle and headed for Landstuhl. Three other military
personnel were on the van ride. It was raining. Little did I
realize what a harbinger of the weather to come this would
be.
It ended up that it rained almost the entire two weeks.
The amount of time it did not rain could have been measured
it minutes. I virtually never saw the sun but I know it exists
because the landscape is a virtual jungle of plants and trees,
with lots of beautiful flowers and gardens. Amazing color!
I enjoyed the rain and clouds after the past 9 months in NM
with no precipitation whatsoever and the last 25 years in
NM with very little. Literally it has rained more here in the
last 6 days than my previous 25+ years in NM.
The drive on the autobahn was memorable. The driver
drove 100 mph in this van!!! (160 km/h). When there is a
speed limit on some portions of the autobahn, but it is very
high at 130 km/h (~80 mph). But most of the time there is
NO limit on the left lane of the “autobahn”. The shuttle van
spent the majority of the time in the far left lane and we
were zooming past lorries (big trucks) in the far right lane
which appeared to be puttering along at a mere 50 or 60
mph. We were passing the BMWs and Mercedes in the left
lane at 100 mph. We even passed 2 Corvettes.

Day 2 Sunday
Arrived in Frankfurt. The first thing I heard over
the loudspeaker was “Achtung Achtung!...” I immediately
thought of WWII and the Gestapo and Hogan’s Heroes.
Then I thought of Dr. George Omer getting the attention
of the “crowd” at the Ortho reception (that’s for Rich
Miller) in San Francisco decades ago. He used the same
loud phrase to get people’s attention. It had an intimidating
and threatening effect on the crowd, not necessarily the
response he anticipated. But that’s Dr. Omer.
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The routine seemed to be that the car ahead would pull
to the right as you approached from the rear. If they had
not pulled over by the time we got to about 300 meters, the
driver would flash his headlights and the car ahead would
immediately pull over and we would zoom past. The same
occurred when a few Porsches and Audis zoomed past us
at about 130 mph. I was aware of the speed on German
autobahns, but it is different to experience it. Especially
when you are in a shuttle van at 100 mph! When he came to

exit or interchange it was a total change of pace. The driver
would slam on the brakes and slow down to 30 or 40 mph,
and slowly negotiate through the interchange. Then when
he got back on the autobahn he would accelerate ‘like a bat
out of hell’ and then zoom back up to 100mph+. The 100
miles between Frankfurt and Landstuhl took only an hour
by this mode of transportation!

I arrived at Landstuhl at the military hospital base on
top of a hill overlooking the village. My recent visit to the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey to visit my daughter
Mallory had accustomed me to the military base security
routines. At the gate you have to be on the “approved roster”
with proper ID.
Fortunately all was in order and we got through that.
Then the van and its contents were searched by guard
dog. My “Hotel” reservation all in order (they don’t do
anything without an order and proper paperwork) but
the room was not made up so I could not get in. That was
fortunate because I had heard of a previous scholar whose
orders had not gone through for some reason or another.
He had spent the better part of a day standing in the rain
waiting for someone to come on duty who could straighten
it out. Did I mention that it was raining? Got into my room
about 4 PM. Nice little studio apartment, kitchen, living
room with TV, shower etc.
Walked to hospital which was a few hundred yards
across the base. There were 3 dining options. The first was
the “pasta bar”. Unfortunately although the brochure said
open Sundays it wasn’t. Went to the dining room. It was
not only open they took US Dollars! and everyone not only
spoke English they were Americans and the prices were
very reasonable and the food was good. Mostly “American”
although I did have”pretzel bread” which was good but
new to me. It turns out the Army base is, essentially US
Territory. Dollars or Euros were taken equally. The products
were very similar to a cafeteria or grocery store in the US.

The third eating option was a Subway/Burger King combo
but was not open on the weekend.
I found a map of a 5 k run around base so did that. Only
got lost twice but there’s a big fence around the base so I
couldn’t venture too far off track and it was impossible
to unintentionally leave the base. Enjoyed the run in the
rain since it has been SOOOO dry in NM. Not very many
people around.
Landstuhl is not quite as deserted as NPS on the weekend,
since it is a functioning hospital but with 90% outpatients
and of the inpatients, half are in ICU there were not a lot of
people in the hallways.
Stayed awake until 8 PM. It was still light out since
Germany is at such a northern latitude. I had been up about
38 straight hours. Awoke at 4 AM wide awake. So read my
book and made a pot of coffee in my kitchen.
I tried to call home Sunday, upon arrival. How do you
make a phone call? Things that are routine at home take
some figuring out when you are abroad. Just an example of
logistical problems when traveling.
I wasn’t sure if being on a US Military base in Germany
would be easier or harder to figure out than merely traveling
abroad. It is more like the US but military ways are often
very different from civilian ways.
Most, but not all tasks can be done; but nearly all require
some sort of special, largely unknown and not obvious or
intuitive, facilitating step.
There were instructions for calling the US from the hotel
room. However, that did not work. I went to the front desk
and was told you had to put an 8 in front.
It then worked. Unclear why it would not be mentioned
in the written instructions to start with an 8, a deficiency
which rendered the instructions worse than useless.
If you had no information, you would ask. If you have
instructions, then you follow them. Instructions that don’t
work are worse than no instructions. The cost of the call
was also a mystery. The “instructions” suggested an ATT
calling card was cheapest. I bought one at the “PX” with
dollars.
I followed the written instructions on the card which
were different from merely calling from the phone. No
go. Went to the front desk again. Was told that yes, the
calling card was the cheapest and yes, you needed to follow
the instruction on the card but that you needed to omit
a middle 0 on the instructions. Again, I’m not sure why
they would give you instructions that are not correct. That
seemed to work, however, no answer at home.
Tried again later from a different phone and no answer
and no answering machine so I wondered if the call actually
went through or not. It sounded as if it was ringing. Found
a USO “Warrior Center” and asked for help trying to call
home. Volunteer at the USO was much more forthcoming
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and helpful than the clerk at the hotel front desk. But he
said “why don’t you use our phone directly, that’s what it’s
for.”
Called directly and got through. A better solution, but I
still don’t know what numbers to dial for calling card to US.
Maybe I can use the calling card at some point in the future.
I was also able to access the wifi at the USO center which
allowed me to check email and go online. They did not allow
ANY laptops or even memory sticks to be brought on base
or used on base. Cell phones were allowed but it was very
unclear what the coverage would be or the cost. There are
many stories of ungodly high cell phone charges for people
using their US cell phones in Europe. Even the cell phone
companies have advertisements mocking the unwittingly
high bills of US tourists in Europe using their cell phones.
T-Mobile is a German company but that doesn’t mean
that your US T Mobile cell phone will work in Germany. I
didn’t want to find out that I had some gigantic cell phone
bill when I got back home so I just used the landlines for
everything but emergencies. Charging the phone was no
big deal. When I had travelled in Europe previously, it was
a big challenge to get the correct adaptors to charge phones,
computers and even routine electrical appliances. Check in
for “duty” is scheduled for 830 am on Monday.

Some of the military docs have been here a year; others
less. One started today! The patients are a combination of
war casualties (Afghanistan or OEF (Operation Enduring
Freedom), non-combat military injuries from Europe,
Africa or Asia (e.g. a car wreck in Italy involving US
servicemen) and regional intermediate intensity issues (e.g.
soldier’s wife flexor tendon laceration from US military
base in Munich) and local everything (distal humerus
fracture in the 10 year old son of the base commander).
Landstuhl is the only US military hospital in Europe. In the
1950’s and 60’s the US had a half dozen military hospitals
in Europe but, in 2013 we have only one, LARMC. The
military has infirmaries and clinics elsewhere, but only one
hospital. They partner with European civilian hospital for
acute treatment of injuries like car wrecks but longer term
hospital care is provided by LARMC.
Rounds and then OR to assist in a variety of ortho trauma
cases. Nice variety, hand, hip, young, old... Elective Sports
and spine cases in other OR rooms.
Ortho does about 1/3 of all OR cases at LARMC. Hand
is part of ortho, but spine affiliated much more with
neurosurgery than orthopedics.
Completed rounds then went to the ER/and clinic for
new admits and to pre-op tomorrow’s cases. Quite similar
to a day at UNMH with more of an emphasis on gunshot
wounds.
Dinner at the DFAC (cafeteria); then read then to bed at 8.

Day 4 Tuesday

Day 3 Monday
Monday early am. Went for a 5 k run in rain at 6 AM.
Nice. breakfast at “DFAC” dining facility. Met program
coordinator at designated spot for check in at 8:30. Then
to security for IDs and a lecture (appropriate) on security.
To ortho coordinator then ortho docs doing rotations at
LARMC. There are 6 of them ages 30-50. 3 are “regular”
Army on 2-3 year postings; and 3 are supplemental from
the Navy or Air Force on 6 month postings. Since LARMC
is getting so many casualties and has ramped up operations
in support of OEF they have called upon medical personal
from other services to staff the hospital.
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Wide awake at 5 AM. Jet lag persisting. Read a bit. Then 5
k run in the rain. Shower. Breakfast. Rounds at 7 AM. The
PA’s present radiographs of the cases that came in yesterday
and the ones scheduled to come in today while the ortho
docs discuss their initial treatment and plan. Again, very
similar to our 6:30 AM rounds at UNMH with the addition
of reliable information (actual radiographs) on patients
scheduled to arrive later today.
OR for more cases. Inbound casualties reported.
Apparently the snow is melting in the passes of Afghanistan.
That means the enemy can begin moving around and that
we can begin to pursue them. I was warned that the number
of patients coming from Afghanistan was typically quite
low until the snow melts in the mountain passes and then
it markedly increases. I’ve assisted on more cases in 2 days
than my predecessor did the entire 2 weeks she was here.
More inbound casualties arrived in the afternoon and
got sorted out. There are always some surprises but the
information flow was much superior to the civilian system.
You could look at the actual radiographs and records of
patients that were headed your way using online medical
records. They have excellent information flow within

the military about condition, status and plan of various
patients across the globe. This is important given the many
interfaces of care that the wounded encounter and the great
distances they travel.
I assisted on a wide variety of ortho cases today. Hand
to hip, young to old. Mostly, but not all trauma. Elective
Sports and spine cases were done in another room. I looked
in on some of them between trauma cases.
Went to the ER and clinic to see tomorrow’s cases. Some
are inpatients surgery and some are outpatient surgery; all
done in the same set of OR’s.
Went outside the base gate for dinner with 2 ortho docs
at a local German restaurant for various local “specialties”.
I ordered from the white asparagus menu which is a famous
southern Germany specialty season in May. I had never
heard of it before but heard a lot about it while I was there
and subsequently. The growing asparagus is covered with
soil so it is not exposed to the sun, hence “white”. There is
a short spring season when it is harvested fresh; somewhat
like Morel mushroom season in the midwest. It is very tasty.
I had a thin pizza topped with “Spargel” or “white asparagus,
with melted white cheese. Highly recommended!

rotation stress view under fluroscan in clinic and it showed
the syndesmosis to be very unstable. The screw just slid in
and out of the tibia at the fibula translated laterally with
stress and the syndesmosis opened up. It was an excellent
use of clinic fluroscan. The diagnosis was confirmed and
the patient was scheduled for future revision surgery.

In the book “Unbroken” Louie has completed several bombing
missions in the Pacific but has now crashed. He and 3 other
survivors are on 2 rafts floating in the ocean. Unfortunately
they are too far south and the ocean current seems to be
drifting them west, toward Japan rather than east toward the
US and safety. To make matters worse they have almost no
supplies and sharks abound.
To bed about 9.

Day 5 Wednesday
I awoke at 5 and read a bit. Went for a 5k run in the drizzle.
Rounds at 7.
Inbound flight from OEF at 10 AM. 3 casualties with
BKA, through knee + acetabulum, multiple shrapnel to leg
and face. Each went to the OR for re-debridements. They
had been treated in Afghanistan with initial stabilization
and debridement at the regional hospital. They were
stabilized for a couple of days and then flown 8 hours to
Landstuhl. Another patient was a pelvis ring disruption
from car wreck in Italy of US serviceman 10 days old s/p
external fixation at a civilian hospital in Italy. Orthofix
fixator familiar as an Italian company.Outpatient clinic in
the pm. Mostly post-op followup. Interesting case of a US
serviceman with an unstable syndesmosis 5 months after
plate fixation plus syndesmosis screw done in Italy private
sector. The syndesmosis screw was 2.7mm x 3 cortex.
Syndesmosis looked a bit wide but it wasn’t real clear why
he was having considerable problems. We got an external

Wednesday night we walked out the south gate to the
base and down a long hill about a mile into the town of
Landstuhl. The hill is known as “cardiac hill” because the
military uses it as a place to train and the run back up the
hill is tough. We had dinner at Greek restaurant. Very
good. They also had the Spargel - white asparagus - special
menu but I opted for Greek kabob since the restaurant
seemed to be run by Greek people speaking Greek. Then
we walked a few more blocks to the train station (bahnhof)
but there is only an automated ticket kiosk, no person from
whom to get information. I did see the daily train schedule
with about 50 trains a day. Most of them are east west but
varied from twice an hour small trains to “K-town” or
Kaeselringschlosss to twice a day trains to Paris and Berlin
and more exotic destinations.
Louie and 2 comrades are drifting west battling off aggressive
sharks with oars and trying to dodge Japaness strafers who
put 47 holes in their rafts; but one is still floating and they’ve
survived a month on the sunny salty ocean. The previous
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record of survivors was 21 days afloat). Unfortunately but
unbeknownst to them, the US search has been called off and
they are listed as MIA presumed KIA. What they’ve endured
so far is unbelievable but I’m only half way through the book
so I shudder to imagine what lies ahead. It’s not looking good
for them.

Day 6 Thursday
Thursday was, you guessed it, raining. If the Eskimos
supposedly have 100 words for “snow” then Germans must
have 1000 words for “rain”.
I’m sure there are lots of places where it rains for a week
straight. But I’m used to the Southwest for the last 30 years
where it doesn’t rain often. My recent experience of the last
9 months in Albuquerque there has been NO precipitation.
None. To me, it’s a pleasant change of pace and a joy to have
rain and humidity. But it is also a shock to experience rain
every day after you haven’t seen it for soooo long! Like most
places where the weather is a common topic of conversation,
it gives everyone at the hospital something to complain
about.
They have a Morbidity & Mortality conference on the
third Thursday morning of each month where they review
the problem cases from the past month. There is no
inbound flight from OED on Wednesday so few new admits
to review. 4 cases presented very well with insight and an
appropriate amount of analysis and literature references.
There was enough basic information /data to have facts to
discuss. I provided some perspective. They struggled with
a revision ACL where the femoral tunnel was drilled all
the way through the lateral cortex and the graft got pushed
out the lateral cortex. The young guys had never done an
open lateral approach; only all inside/arthroscopic. They
tried to retrieve the graft arthroscopically for quite a long
time. Finally an older partner stopped by and made a lateral
incision to retrieve the graft, replace and tension it, and
then fix it with an interference screw from lateral (outside
in.) It was interesting that NONE of the under 40 surgeons
had ANY experience with an even partially OPEN surgical
exposure for ACL reconstruction. That severely limits their
salvage options, especially when a problem occurs. It is a
problem for all of orthopedics, but is especially common in
the military where few surgeons stay beyond age 50.
We also discussed the perspective of examiner for Boards
Part 2 when presenting cases in general and complications
in particular. 3 of the docs here are in or approaching their
collection period. They were particularly interested in
how best to prepare for Part II of the ABOS Certification
Examination and what to expect. I discussed overall
strategies on presenting complications and how to prepare
for the exam which was of great interest to them.
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I assisted on the pelvic ring disruption case from Italy.
The posterior pelvis (sacral fracture, zone 2, vertical, lateral
displacement) was reduced closed with manipulation of
the fixator and iIio-sacral screws were placed into S1 and
S2. The Italian XF pins were trans-osseous through the
iliac wing. Supra-acetabular location was unavailable do
to supra-acetabular fracture line left ilium. So revised
them to intra-osseous wing pins with good illustration
of fluroscopic guidance of the iliac tables and use of a
spinal needle on the inner table for orientation. I think
it is especially important to make sure the crest pins are
intra-osseous and not exiting medially or laterally when
the followup is going to be somewhere else (e.g. US) by
someone else (other docs). Trans-osseous pins can provide
sufficient stability until healing if you control the patient’s
activity and monitor the frame stability consistently. But if
you are sending the patient elsewhere to have everything
looking good and sturdy and stable. Then I got to illustrate
techniques for obtaining inlet and outlet (Pennal) views of
the pelvic ring. Logistically they faced all the same problems
we encounter every day. OR delays. Equipment missing
from sets. They have no equipment reps here so many of
the problems are even worse. Dr. K has a good attitude of
not giving in and not getting mad but persistence. Kinda
like a young Dr. Echols. I see now how Echols developed his
mannerisms and understand better how the VA system has
come to be as an extension of military medicine. Anyway
after 2 attempts at getting inlet outlet we went down to
x-ray with the patient. I let them try again but the films
were way under-penetrated. I mentioned that the “Bucky
filter” designed to lessen scatter artifact might be causing
the under-penetration. The techs were impressed that I
knew what a “Bucky” was. The obliquity of the x-ray beam
made hitting the plate AND the region of anatomic interest
a challenge (they had missed numerous times). I helped
them aim too. We got 2 good films and the screw position
and reductions were confirmed as good. As nothing ruins
results like follow-up, I subsequently learned that the
receiving surgeons at Bethesda considered the posterior
reduction “unacceptable” and revised the fixation further.
Went to the “semi-private” restaurant “Bruno’s” on base
tonight. They had a “spaghetti” special which I ordered for
$9. They asked if I wanted parmesan and, fortunately, I said
yes. Well it was a plate of spaghetti noodles with parmesan
cheese. No meatballs. No nothing else. No tomato sauce, no
spices. Maybe a little olive oil in the bottom. Reminded me
of college days and macaroni and cheese. I guess that’s what
they mean by “spaghetti” here: just noodles.
Louie and one surviving mate have washed up on an island.
So they made it out of the ocean to land. Unfortunately the
island is controlled by the Japanese who initially treat them
roughly but subsequently even worse. Out of the frying pan

(adrift on the Pacific) into the fire (Japanese internment camp).
Japanese apparently treated prisoners much worse than
anyone else including the Germans. Starvation, brutality
and enslavement as well as medical experimentation and
terrible physical abuse.

Day 7 Friday
Got up for an early morning run and then rounds and
then breakfast and then OR for a several re-debridements
and simple reductions. A big shipment of injured soliders
from “Operation Enduring Freedom” was expected but
didn’t arrive. Subsequently learned that several of them
were too critical to transport so they had held the flight.
Perhaps tomorrow. More observations on the Army ways.
John Ruth had gone to Landstuhl a couple of years ago and
warned me about some of the idiosyncrasies, including the
fact that “They don’t do ANYTHING without orders.”
Friday night a group of us went downtown with ortho and
a neurosurgeon and a gregarious occupational medicine
doc who has done 6 deployments including the current one
as he says: “in support of Operation Enduring Freedom.”
This terminology implies you are actively involved in the
fighting/conflict “in country” but the country is actually the
relative safety of Germany and not hazardous Afghanistan
or Iraq. It took as long to drive home (the long way around
town) as to walk up “cardiac hill.”

Day 8 Saturday
Only cloudy in the AM. No rain for a change. Went by
the hospital. No arrivals yet but maybe later today or
tomorrow. Took train to Waterloo battlefied in nearby
Belgium, which was only about 100 miles from Landstuhl.
Wellington led his British Army with his Prussian Allies
to defeat Napoleon in the first week of June, 1815. It was
the “end” of any French Empire and certainly the end of
Napoleon as a military force. This European war also kept
the British from devoting too much effort fighting the
US in the end of the war of 1812; so helped us indirectly.
Nice day but, unfortunately there wasn’t much there to
see. There was a very large anthill with a monument upon
it. Apparently built right after the war from ground piled
up from surrounding territory. Even Wellington who
came back to the battlefield 5 years later, said “they have
destroyed my battlefield”. A few museums. The battlefield
is of great historical importance but just not much to see.
Apparently they have a re-enactment each June and the
200th anniversary is coming up in 2015. The people to
whom it holds the most significance are the English but it is
not on their territory and the Belgians don’t seem to make
much ado about it. I also went through Bastogne, the key
town in the Battle of the Bulge in WWII. It was the last
German offensive and the biggest American casualty battle
of the war. Patton movie seems to have represented the
facts very well, at least similar to version portrayed locally.
I found another guy traveling to the battle sites who spoke
both English and German so the mysteries of the train
system were overcome. He told me what to do. I didn’t
really figure out how to buy a ticket and where to go on my
own but did make it to and from.
Returned to Landstuhl 4 PM and checked with Dr. K at
the hospital. The inbound flight with multiple casualties
from OED had arrived about 2 PM. 30 patients from OEF
(Afghanistan)! 24 “outpatient” with relative small injuries,
fractures and the like. Enough to knock them out of
fighting but not life threatening. 6 inpatients all seriously
injured; 3 of them critically injured. This was what I had
expected before coming here but hadn’t yet seen. 2 of
the soldiers with 3 extremity amputations. Very serious and
sad. Fortunately the upper extremity amps were fingers
so they will be “functional” if they survive. They had
been stabilized in AStan and were taken to OR for repeat
cleansing of the wounds here. Impressive blast injuries.
One guy’s 10 meter guard tower was blown up and he fell
with it, breaking his femur. He was then shot in the same
thigh,... but survived. One triple amputee was a medic who
had responded to the initial attack and was then hit by
secondary action while caring for injured. We maintained
as much length as possible in the amputated limbs while
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cleansing everything. The military efficiency was quite
good. 3 other orthopedists showed up here at the hospital
(not on call but somehow knew to come by) so all 4 injured
extremities were addressed simultaneously.
OR had adequate suction, cautery, irrigation and
instruments for 4 simultaneous procedures. Only one
circulator and not much x-ray support but great orthopedic
“assets” and sufficient support to get things done quickly. The
second case I functioned as a second scrub nurse since we
had more surgeons (4) than scrub techs (1) to simultaneously
treat the 4 extremities. Then back to the ICU and next
patient. Others got started evaluating and splinting the
outpatients. No support staff in clinic. Most of the patients
were “coalition forces”, meaning they were from countries
allied with the US in this fight. 8 were from Georgia (the
former Soviet Republic now with the “coalition”) who did
not speak English. They were accompanied by a Georgian
“doctor” who translated for us. It turned out he’s a dentist
but at least he spoke English and had knowledge of medical
terminology. Dr. K said this is the most patients he’s seen in
one day since he’s been here. One of the docs who was here
4 years ago said it was much busier then (when wars were
active in both Iraq and Afghanistan, especially during the
“surge”) but this was still the biggest day he had seen. Glad
to be able to be of assistance when needed.

Day 9 Sun
Up early. No ortho cases in the OR in the morning since
they were doing neurosurgery and ophthalmology cases
that filled the weekend OR capacity. So I went with some
others for a 20 km (12.4 miles) hike in the woods, referred to
locally as “volksmarche”. Light drizzle early then it stopped.
But then it turned very cold. Almost snowing. Certainly
in the 30’s. My hands went numb. I was under-dressed
but walked faster to generate some heat and finished in 2.5
hours. Apparently after WWII the German government
took ownership of most of the land of Germany. The
records of who owned what were largely destroyed and
there had been so many political changes that it wasn’t clear
who had the best claim to almost everything, including the
land. So the government took ownership of almost all the
countryside land. So now if you want to grow crops, you
get a lease from the government for a certain patch of land
for a certain period of time. There are NO homes out in
the country. Everyone, including farmers, seem to live in
towns or villages. The forests have been replanted and are
“managed”. If you want to cut timber, even firewood, you
“lease” the right. One consequence of this is that there is
an incredible set of trails through the woods since all the
land is “public” and you don’t have to cross any “private
land”. Also, there are virtually no fences. Our 20 k hike
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included part of at least marked 10 trails. Plus we crossed
another 90, at least. Some were dirt, some paved; some
narrow, some wide. Some go for hundreds of miles others
are local. Most are for hiking but some for road bikes,
mountain bikes, cross country skiing in the winter etc. The
20 k walk was “organized” by a local chapter of the DVV
(Deutscher Volkssport Verband e.V.), the national chapter
of the International VV. You pay 2 euros for a card and
they stamp it every 5 k to “document” your participation.
Trophies go to the Club with the most finishers. Individuals
collect and accumulate these stamps over the year in a quiet
competition. One American guy has done 300 hikes and
over 3000 km in the past 2 years. He does one or two nearly
every weekend. You can run or walk, but 90%+ are done
walking. Young and old. Dog friendly. They have tea along
the way. Free beer at 15 k!! Then a luncheon in a hall at
the end; kind of like St. Patrick’s 4th of July. There are 5k,
10k and 20 k options typically (at least at this one) and the
“course” is set up for the weekend (Saturday and Sunday).
You can start anytime between 6 AM and noon and finish
by 4 PM. I would guess there were 1000 people who did this
hike today. Kind of like 10 k runs in the US except mostly
walking, no formal race or start time, more participants of
all ages, and more of the events (probably 3 within 50 miles
this weekend). But they were keen on “documentation” and
keeping records. Apparently all for personal satisfaction/
bragging rights and good health. There were no times kept
and no “winners”. But gregarious participation. Completing
the course on your own schedule seemed to be the point of
the exercise.
Back at 3:00. They didn’t need my help in the OR but I
watched a couple of re-debridements that were done after
the spine and eye cases. Dinner trip by train to Heidelberg.
90 minutes. Nice German dinner of bratwurst and some
sort of bean//potato soup. Apfel torte for dessert. Beautiful
castle on the river.
Louie transferred off “Execution Island” (good). Apparently
the majority of American prisoners were executed by the
Japanese. However his treatment, other than not being killed,
is worse. More beatings. Less food. He, and the rest, seem
to be starving much to the delight of their Japanese guards.
He is considered an “enemy combattant” by the Japanese,
in contrast to a “prisoner of war”. Apparently that’s some
kind of military distinction that isn’t good for the prisoner.
Interestingly, it seems to be how the US has categorized Iraqi
prisoners.
End of week one.

Day 10 Monday
Steady rain. Not merely drizzle but downpour all day and
night. Ran in the morning. A little sore from the 20 k walk
yesterday but not too bad.
So the logistics of my address have been interesting. I
am staying at the “Ramstein Inn” in building 3724 on
Einbahnstrasse. But several confusing aspects. Strasse
is German for street. But it is spelled with a capital Beta
symbol in place of “ss” in strasse. But there is no Beta
symbol on keyboards, so it is going out of common usage
in most printed material. The next confusion is that
there is the town of Ramstein, the Air Force base called
Ramstein, and the town of Landstuhl with the US hospital
at Landstuhl. I’m staying at the Ramstein Inn but it is not
located at either the town of Ramstein nor the Ramstein Air
Force base. Furthermore, after telling people where I was
staying I finally realized that the sign for “Einbahnstrasse”
isn’t the address but means “One way street”. So I had been
telling people I was staying at “3724 One Way Street.” No
one corrected me. The Americans didn’t seem to know the
difference or understand. The German people must have
quietly thought I was an idiot.

Day 11 Tuesday
More rain but it started to let up during the day. Mostly a
clinic followup day with only a couple of re-debridements
in the OR.
Some observations on Army “ways”:
The Surgeon General of the Army, a nurse with a rank
of General, has an initiative to promote healthy living
in the military including diet, exercise, sleep, stress
management...A good idea. The DPAC (cafeteria) has
healthy food options including vegetarian egg white
omelettes cooked to order as well as many good healthy
options at each meal; plus some less healthy but more
popular ones and some standard ones (pizza etc.). There
is also a Subway and a Burger King in the hospital giving
standard and relatively healthy fast food options.
The military also promotes an “Individual Prosperity
Plan” where everyone has to write down goals (1-2 year
time frame) for:
Relational Goals (community, family, friends,
international. marital, work)
Personal Goals (athletic competition. relaxation
technique, fitness, financial, personal health, local cultural
awareness, recreation and leisure)
Professional goals (Achievement, promotion, career,
education, nominations, relocations, competitions
individual and team, social development)
Spiritual Goals (ceremonies, growth, participation,
holidays, practices, study, support, volunteerism)

Most of the people scoff at it but nearly everyone does
“something” and most think they’ve gotten some good out
of the process; albeit silly at times.
Another observation is the “4 day weekend”. Apparently
this is an Army phenomenon. They have 6 days a year
designated as “training days” where people are to devote
their efforts that day to achieving items on their “Prosperity
Plan”. Routine activities are suspended that day; a pseudoholiday. “IF” you are already up to date on achieving the
goals of your Prosperity Plan then it is a holiday. These
“training days” are scheduled the Friday before Monday
holidays; hence, “The 4 day weekend= Friday training day,
Saturday, Sunday weekend and Monday holiday”. It is a
chance to take a little longer trip that usual or to extend one
week off into 10 days; especially good for people stationed
overseas. This weekend is one; although I’m headed home
on Saturday so can’t really take advantage of it. I think the
idea of these “4 day weekends” might have great utility in
the US.
I went back to Bruno’s and explored and discussed the
menu in greater depth. I realized that they order pasta like
pizza, that you pick the toppings to add to it; even though
they aren’t necessarily listed as separate items. So when I
had ordered “spaghetti with parmesan” it was like ordering
a cheese pizza. So tonight I ordered spaghetti with olives
and mushrooms and clams. It was excellent. Live and learn.
Louie is being transferred from one terrible concentration
camp to something that is even worse. The only good news is
that Japan is losing the war. Even that is a problem, because
it seems widely known that the Japanese have orders to kill
all the prisoners if defeat is imminent.

Day 12 Wednesday
I’ve been living in fear of losing my passport or something
else important and irreplaceable (wallet, ID, red cross
credentials, confidential patient information access
credentials, glasses, cell phone....) What with changing
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scrubs every day. Sure enough I left my Red Cross ID tag
on my scrubs Tuesday night. Fortunately when I went early
this morning to the dirty laundry bin, my scrubs with the
ID were on top. Some consolation for being the last to leave
and the first to come in the next day (although some people
wear their scrubs home). Hopefully that’s the only loss I’ll
suffer this trip.
4 more cases today all went well. We did a comminuted
distal humerus fracture. Dr. K was pleasantly surprised at
how well and fast things went and credited my assistance.
He said he’d never done one without having the let the
tourniquet down at 2 hours (we were done in 1 h 45). He
also thanked me several times saying “This has been like
a 2 week trauma fellowship for me with lots of patients
and expert direction.” and “I think I’ve learned more in 2
weeks than in 4 months of fellowship.” I’m not sure exactly
what he’s learned but it was nice to be appreciated in such
a way. The medic with 3 amputations had his parents and
wife arrive today. They are, of course, devastated. The
volume of casualties is numbing. As Rich Miller mentioned,
it is barely on the news anymore in the US but there we
are certainly still actively fighting a war with associated
casualties. Someone here estimated there will be 10,000
amputees from these 2 wars when all is over. Wow.
Casey is an Army medic who was responding to an
injured soldier when a second blast blew off both legs and
parts of both hands.
All the soldiers have tourniquets applied to their thighs as
part of their equipment and these were immediately inflated,
probably saving his life. He was immediately evacuated
to the local then regional hospital where ventilators were
need for breathing and direct control of bleeding replaced
the tourniquets and the wounds were cleansed. After
several days he was evacuated to Germany aboard the
military airplane ICU. We cleansed his open wounds and
were able to salvage the majority of his hand and fingers
while maintaining support for his breathing and overall
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metabolism. His wife, mother and father all flew to
Landstuhl to be with him. I will never forget the looks on
their faces as they sat with him daily. His general condition
stabilized and he was transferred to Bethesda, still in
critical condition. The outcome in this case is much less
certain. The best case scenario is still a very difficult future.
Although many of the soldiers are making history with
their recovery and function there are many others struggling
with their new reality. As we go forward, the intense
support and resources available to them from a variety
of sources including the Wounded Warrior Program, are
likely to fade, leaving them with great long term difficulties
in coping with their physical and psychological challenges.
A group of NFL players from the Chicago Bears came
through to see the patients today. Matt Forte and Johnny
Knox. They seemed genuinely concerned with the patients
although it was clearly a photo op PR project. I got to meet
them and shake hands and have them tell me thanks. So
that was nice, too. It was commonplace for the workers
here to have visiting dignitaries passing through and the
workers barely took notice of them. But it was special and
unique for the patients and the short time workers like
me who all seemed to enjoy the visit. The Romanians and
Georgian patients weren’t so clear on who these guys were,
but the Americans were all impressed.
I saw a special on TV of the German Soccer Bundesliga
All Star team with commentary by the coaches. I recognized
the Bayern Munich coach. Ginny and I had played golf with
him and his wife at Torrey Pines last summer. I remember
at the time I asked him where he was from and he said
Germany. I asked him where and he said Munich. I told
him we had lived in Munich for a month in 1986 (big deal).
I asked him what he did and he said coach soccer. I asked
him where and he said with Bayern Munich. I was happy/
proud to know they were a big time soccer club but didn’t
realize he was the head coach and this was like playing
golf with Nick Saban or Vince Lombardi. Anyway, it was
nice to recognize him on TV commenting on the players. I
recall he was impressed that Ginny not only beat his wife at
Torrey Pines but also beat him! I won’t say how we fared
against each other.
I went to “Salvatori’s” Italian restaurant and tennis
complex for dinner. This is a local tradition with lots of
pictures of US servicemen and military dignitaries from
the past 50 years. They also have 6 clay tennis courts. It
was pouring down rain when we arrived for dinner, and
had been for days. The rain stopped during dinner. By
the time we left (~1 hour later) all of the courts were filled
with players! Not only had the clay courts dried out but
people had time to get there before dark and arrange games.
Incredible! I would have guessed it would take a month for
those courts to dry out but it took less than 30 minutes!

Day 13 Thursday
Grand Rounds

Presented my grand rounds in the morning. It was a bit of
a logistical challenge because they did not allow computers
(laptops) or even thumb drives onto the base as a security
precaution. I could only bring CD’s or have attachment to
email messages. But the email messages had to be opened
on “secure” laptops and then transferred to the projectors
in a compatible format. I had my talks on both CD and as
email message attachments and I had tried to load it the
day before to make sure all was ok but it didn’t show up
on my disk list. Apparently internal security built into the
laptops was blocking me from opening the files. Other talks
(some but not all) that I had loaded were there. There are
lots of security issues with military computers, and which
accessories they will allow, which programs they will run
and even which files they will open. Not only are thumb
drives ‘verboten’ but the USB ports are all disabled. Many
of the computers, including in the conference room, are
restricted to no internet access either way. You can’t hook a
lap top to any of the equipment here (like projector). Even
the telephones require an ID card inserted to work for
anything but 911 calls!
Anyway, I was able to get the talks on knee dislocation
and damage control loaded and the Grand Rounds was a
huge hit. Partly because the military has suspended paying
for any CME travel or activities since the “sequester” in
February 2013 as a response to the US congressional budget
crunch. But the medical personal all still need CME. So
they look for local opportunities to get CME without
traveling. The military also supports the local CME in
partial compensation for cutting off funding for outside
CME. I had lots of forms and documents to complete in
advance. I had expected the 10-12 people that usually come
for morning rounds but the room was packed as people
wanted the CME. My talk was also broadcast to all the
military bases in Europe and there was a coordinator there
fielding questions that were called in. I was surprised. Half
the audience was probably not orthopedists (PA’s, nurses,
other MDs). They were primarily motivated for the CME
not the content of the lectures. But a big crowd. The other
half was mostly sports med orthopods but from the Q &
A’s they very much had the “old school” attitude toward
knee dislocations that these were rare. Half said they had
never seen one. No one could remember seeing one here
at Landstuhl. Some multi-ligamentous knee injuries but
no bi-cruciate/KD. A few seemed to have more clinical
experience/exposure and had more “advanced” questions.
I had the 2-10 y Wascher/Schenck/Richter followup talk to
refer to for them. I didn’t go through the whole thing but

just showed a few of the slides from the second talk. It is
always good to leave them wanting more. They want me to
give another talk, so that’s a good sign.
Five OR cases today. It has been a really big week.
Nailed a segmentally comminuted tibia that went very well.
Another plated distal humerus fx. I had been told that they
didn’t do any fracture fixation surgery here but clearly that’s
not the case; as they do a lot. It is true that open wounds in
US military personal from OEF get washed out and ex fixed
and sent to Bethesda for later definitive internal fixation.
Sun almost came out this afternoon. Kendall, the
neurosurgeon, decided to take advantage of the break in
the weather to have a cookout at his apartment on base. But
it was pouring rain 30 minutes later so the cookout was
moved indoors, grilling on the deck. Someone disabled
the smoke alarm which most agreed was unnecessary
because it undoubtedly wasn’t working anyway. Interesting
conversation with people there. 2 kids ages 2 and 5
perfectly content on their i-pads ignoring the adults. Not
many other kids to play with on an average day, is my guess.
A 12 year old who could give Thor a run for his money in
the childhood savant competition.. He’s in the German
advanced high school, taking 3 languages amongst a myriad
of courses. “Woefullly underskillled” in soccer, by his own
assessment, so he plays “tennis.” At Salvatori’s restaurant
and tennis academy where I went Wednesday night. It is
a small town. The adults at the party were a potpourri of
vagabonds. Kendall was most interesting. As he says, “I’m
living the American dream.” Born in a town of 100 in S
Korea just south of the DMZ, his father came to Denver on
promise of a job but upon arrival no job. Went to public
school where they hired a special teacher who spoke Korean
for his sister and him; only. Went to a community college
for a semester and then transferred to CU Denver. Did
well there and somehow Yale offered him a scholarship so
transferred there and graduated. Then went to Dartmouth
medical school and Harvard for neurosurgery and now is
practicing at Mayo Clinic. What a ride!!! He felt a duty to the
country so he joined the Navy Reserves and they promptly
sent him to Germany. He’s been here 1 month and loving
it. He got the chance to fly to Afghanistan on the CCAC
(another acronym) which is the hospital airplane/mobile
ICU. He got to ride in the cockpit on the way out! Flew 8
hours into Bagram over the site of the C135 that crashed
on steep takeoff (?load shift) 10 days ago. Sobering! He
was impressed with the austerity and security presence in
Afghanistan as well as the mobile medical care.
Kendall flew back with 15 patients on the
plane, including young injured soldier on ECMO and
another older “private contractor”. They originally wouldn’t
let him deploy to Afghanistan because he was on a blood
thinner Plavix after a femoral artery bypass graft. So he just
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Day 14 Friday

if I give you consent to lie to her?. Tell her anything you
want. Make up the wildest story you can imagine. I’ll sign
anything but the woman has to be stopped.” He’s on the
plane to Bethesda tomorrow. At least that’s what we told his
mother. His prognosis is good for a full recovery but it will
likely take 6 months or more.

Observations on informed consent.

Day 15 Saturday

The Romanians and Georgians have little idea what we’re
talking about when it comes to informed consent. They
understand, I think, our description of their injuries
(broken leg or tibia) and anticipated resultant problems
(can’t walk until it is stabilized) and seem to have some sort
of understanding of our recommended treatment. They
have no idea when it comes to signing informed consent or
what that means. The Romanian guy today says, “You want
to help me? Go ahead. You want my permission to help
me? That’s crazy.” He’s also the tough guy that scoffed at the
injured American soldier taking Percussid for post-op pain.

0700 Up and pack

stopped taking the Plavix and they said OK now that you
are not taking Plavix you can deploy to Afghanistan. He
gets there and clots off his graft and ends up with a dead leg
and an amputation and now is being flown back.

International smothering.

The next patient was a Marine in full gear with night vision
who was chasing a bomber at night (4 AM) down a hill,
following the “sweeper” or minesweeper. He figured that
was the safest route. As he was running he felt the ground
“slipping away” under him and then a 75 foot drop into a dry
well. He had stepped on the edge of what the minesweeper
had stepped over, the opening into the well. So even though
he was following closely the first guy stepped over the
well hole but he stepped in it. Somehow they got him out
of there in about 1 hour. Pretty good accomplishment for
someone who had fallen down a 75 foot well in the middle
of Afghanistan in the middle of the night! The “CMG’s”
or some acronym constructed some sort of extraction
device and pulled him out. MLA=Military Loves
Acronyms. Everyone knows what they mean but almost
nobody knows what they stand for, literally. He had a femur
broken in two places and multiple other fractures but they
got him out of there. He got to the in country hospital for
traction and then and back to Landstuhl in a couple of days
on the C-130 hospital plane. We fixed most of his fractures
and are planning to send him back to the States. On rounds
the next day he says, “We’ve got a big problem. My mother
is conducting “international smothering” and has to be
stopped. She’s calling me 4 times a day and is threatening
to fly here. That can’t happen. She will bring this hospital
to a standstill. You’ve got to tell her that I’m coming home
tomorrow. I don’t care when you send me home just tell her
it is tomorrow so she doesn’t come here.” Then the classic
part: (after coining the phrase “international smothering”)
“You’ve had me sign about a hundred things. How about
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845 Alex Shuttle pick up and drive to Frankfurt on the
autobahn. Sunny with many fields of yellow flax wafting in
the breeze. Probably as fast as the drive down but I didn’t
notice as much.
Arrived at Frankfurt airport and checked through
security fine for Lufthansa flight back to US. Had a better
seat this time with much more leg room.
Arrived into Denver and breezed through security. The
customs agent even thanked me for my service, in contrast
to the usual gruff reception you get.
Then flight back to Albuquerque and home safely.

Conclusion
Although we were quite busy during my two weeks, I only
saw a few of the severely injured multiple amputation
patients. One of my predecessors from a couple of years ago
saw so many that he got depressed and came home 4 days
early. As with most “volunteer” activities, I am grateful
for the opportunity to have participated in the DVSP and
my experience at LRAMC. I received far more than I gave.
I am appreciative of the work done by all of the military
health care workers. Roosevelt said “The cost of freedom
is eternal vigilance.” There are times when vigilance is not
enough and action is required. My deepest gratitude goes
to the injured warriors and their families who clearly and
willingly demonstrate that freedom is not free and that
a “free” society requires individuals willing to sacrifice
personal safety for the overall benefit. It follows that society
then owes those individuals the best possible medical care
when they need it.

